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Introduction

Population Density in 1890

Population Density Methods
With five quintiles expressed, American counties have become far more evenly distributed since 1890. In that year, quite
a few states had zero counties in the largest quintile, let alone more than one. Despite westward expansion and
globalization, many areas in the plains and west remain under-settled, and the east and Midwest retains its status as a
dense area.
Note: Due to the complexity of population density and the number of counties present in the United States, we used
quintiles to divide the population density into 5 different groups. Due to the number of counties with relatively low
population density, there was a high level of variance in population density in each quintile and most of the counties were
represented by the lowest 10 per cent of the maximum population density found in that year.

Our study explores the relationship between population centers and the railroads of today in the
contiguous United States. Using ArcGIS, we first created a map of railroads and overlapped that map
with United States counties. We then analyzed these counties based on population density to see if
railroad development continues to coincide with major population centers. We examined the length
of railroads in the most densely populated counties, controlling for county size.
It must be clarified that this project does not seek to look at the associations between population in
the past and railroads in the past, just railroads today. This is due to data availability, but also the key
assumptions that 1) railroad construction peaked in the late 19th century, and 2) railroads today can
indicate things about historical population trends.
Our analysis mainly rested on comparing the mean miles of railroads in densely and sparsely
populated counties.

Trains and Cities in the US

Population Density in 1950

Consider the two large metropolitan areas above:
Chicago, and more broadly its host county, Cook county
has miles upon miles of railroads throughout, while San
Francisco county has only one railroad in its borders.

Miles

Population

Miles/Person

Cook County

327.3

5,194,675

.00006301

San Francisco
County

2.57

805,000

.00000319

Cook county citizens have 19.7 times as many miles of
railroad than San Francisco’s citizens.

Railroad Density Analysis

This holds across all time periods, with 1950 holding the
largest increase, a 461.4% Increase.

Data Source: US Census Bureau, 2014 TIGER Shapefiles

As can be seen, there seems to be a high correlation between railroads and American metropolitan
areas, expressed as concentrations of cities (yellow points). It’s also clear how past the theoretical
North-South line through Texas and North Dakota railroads become far more sparse.
This was our motivation for exploring how railroads today may or may not associate with population
centers of both the past and present.

Population Density in 2010

Interestingly, in the most recent time period (2010) the
mean of the largest quintile is actually 15% smaller than
the mean in 1950. We believe this supports our hypothesis
that recent development has spread out the population
across the country, meaning that the railroad dense East
and MidWest are relatively less dense in terms of
population.

CONCLUSION

The Landscape of most populated counties have changed dramatically.
Notably, in 2010 California, Texas, and Florida all feature prominently, while states like Rhode iIland,
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey fell off of the map.
Note: While much of our discussion focuses on density, we elected to look just at total population, as
some large metropolises had multiple counties while others had only one county, meaning the data
was distorted.

Our studies show that railroads have an interesting
relationship with where population is. We must caveat that
we are not looking at historical railroad data, and that the
data is also messy because railroads running through an area
doesn’t necessarily indicate anything about that area in terms
of population or status.
We concluded that the trends of American population have
likely affected the mean amount of railroad area in United
States.
Counties are also a dubious method of looking at population,
as the distribution required that we combine dissimilar
counties. This is due to the nature of the American county:
one with a large population doesn’t necessarily indicate
anything about adjacent counties.

Railroad Density per County
0.2
Mean Railroad Density per County (miles of rail per SQMI)

Our analysis shows that as you move from less densely
populated counties to more densely populated counties, in
terms of quintiles, the average mileage of railroads
increases dramatically.
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